Opportunities Week of May 8, 2020

**Stony Brook Young Investigators Review (SBYIR) Fall 2020 Interest Form:** For those interested in joining the scientific or publishing communities, the Stony Brook Young Investigators Review (SBYIR) is an undergraduate research journal where students are able to publish news, reviews, and original research on novel and ground-breaking science! Becoming a part of SBYIR and seeing the publication process firsthand is an extremely rare and rewarding experience. We are a group focused on making science accessible to the public, and are currently seeking writers, editors, and cabinet members to help edit submissions, design the journal, promote the journal, and assist in running our semiannual colloquium.

If you are interested, please fill out the form here https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScWISjzdT7IdsbYYmilFksuJE9kliDG2ru6d5TEapflqC0qQA/viewform
To learn more about SBYIR visit https://sbyireview.com/

**New York State Department of Health is Hiring:** The New York State Department of Health is hiring for paid, remote job roles. All opportunities listed were created to help in the fight against COVID-19. New York State plans to hire a team of 6,400 to 17,000 staff statewide, depending on the projected number of COVID-19 cases. To be considered, candidates must be a New York State resident 18 years of age or older; meet the position description requirement; go through an interview process; and complete a training and certification program. Open to students and alumni from many disciplines! Click the links below to apply!

**Contact Tracer** - Reach out to the contacts of anyone diagnosed with COVID-19 to assess symptoms, ensure compliance with quarantine and determine social support needs.

**Team Supervisor** - Lead a team of 20 Contact Tracers, and one Community Support Specialist who are working remotely using digital tools.

**Community Support Specialist** - Work with the team to address the support needs of those who are contacts, especially those who are under Isolation or quarantine.

*Disclaimer: Undergraduate Biology does not endorse or take responsibility for any off-campus programs listed in Opportunities emails. While we do our best to vet any opportunity that is shared, please let us know immediately if you are suspicious of any employers/programs.*
Stony Brook Young Investigators Review
the undergraduate research journal at Stony Brook
we report on cutting edge science being conducted on campus & beyond

SEEKING STUDENTS!
for Fall 2020

WRITERS
report on topics that interest you
writers are published in our biannual journal & on the website

EDITORS
edit scientific articles & journal layout
learn about a range of scientific disciplines & work on journal content

CABINET
organize biannual colloquium details
reach out to potential speakers & advertise for SBYIR events

Past articles and current staff can be found on our website: sbyireview.com
Follow us on Instagram! @sbyir